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Press Release Summary: SJK Products announces its waterless 
detailing car cleaning kit just in time for Christmas with a Buy-
3-Get-a-4th-Kit-Free Christmas special offer  

Press Release Body: Crawley, West Sussex: SJK Products, Crawley-
based manufacturers of the award-winning waterless car cleaning 
product Miracle Drywash (the new way to wash and polish the 
exterior of your car, caravan, yacht, motorbike) today announced the 
addition of a new waterless product to its range: The Miracle 
Drywash Valeting Kit. 

Intended for serious car enthusiasts, the Valeting Kit, in addition to a 
500ml bottle of Miracle Drywash includes a 500ml bottle of Tyre & 
Bumper Shine, two cleaning cloths, a detailing brush and eight 
Interior Wipes. 

As well as being a waterless cleaning product, Tyre & Bumper Shine 
– the easy way to shine tyres on your car, caravan or motorbike - has 
also been specially designed to be friendly to the environment: 



unfortunately a claim that most tyre cleaning products currently on the 
market cannot make. 

“Our new Valeting Kit is for those who take the cleaning of their car 
seriously. The kit contains everything you need to do a thorough job. 
In fact, the only thing it doesn’t provide is a vacuum cleaner! Priced at 
£24.99, The Valeting Kit would make a great present for anyone 
(such as a parent or grandparent) who takes pride in the cleanliness of 
their vehicle. On that note, as a Christmas special offer, if you buy 3, 
we are giving the 4th kit away free. It doesn’t contain any nasty 
chemicals either, so you’re not harming the environment when you use 
it,” says Tim Jones, Chairman, SJK Products. 

The waterless Miracle Drywash Valeting Kit can be purchased 
online here: http://www.miracledrywash.com/purchase.php and the 
original Miracle Drywash is also now available from the 10 largest 
Marks & Spencer stores throughout the UK, as well as online in their 
Greener Living Shop. 

About Miracle Drywash:  
Miracle Drywash, manufactured by SJK Products Ltd in Crawley, 
West Sussex, is a totally waterless washing and polishing system – a 
revolutionary way to both clean and polish your car, boat, motorbike, 
or any other metal, glass, or painted surface - with only a single 
application of the product. It both prevents pollutants and detergents 
from entering the river system and each bottle saves 1 ton of water. 
The product was endorsed by South East Water in 2006 and was 
awarded the prestigious Waterwise Marque in 2007 for its contribution 
towards saving water in the UK. The company, SJK Products, was 
co-founded by SJ Khebbal, CEO and Tim Jones, Chairman in 
2004. 
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